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一、字彙選擇題    44% 
1. If the headlights of your car keep ________  overnight, the car will run out of power soon. 

(A)parading  (B) sparing  (C)spreading   (D) flashing 
2. When I say “John has a green ________,” it does not mean that he has a finger dyed green. 

Instead, it means he is good at gardening.  
(A)emperor  (B)thumb   (C)desire    (D)expert 

3. The government just issued a warning that a strange disease had been __________ quickly and 
thus people should avoid getting in touch with infected patients. 
(A)bumping  (B)spreading  (C)insulting   (D) exiting 

4.  The theater of historic significance was finally closed down because of serious _________ 
problems. 
(A)financial  (B)violent  (C) equal    (D)automatic 

5.  Having lived in a rented small apartment for years, Cindy __________ to move to a big house. 
(A)issues   (B)exits   (C)desires   (D)misunderstands 

6.  We are suggested to drink _________amounts of water every day to stay fit. 
(A)equal   (B)insulting  (C)considerable  (D)violent 

7.  Jeremy has a misunderstanding that having a working holiday is easy and fun. 
(A)misjudge  (B)misconception (C)misread    (D)misuse 

8.  What you just said was offensive to Betty, so you should make an apology to her as soon as 
possible. 
(A)considerable  (B)vital   (C)beneficial   (D)insulting 

9.  The class leader gave the whole class a sign to be silent as soon as he spotted the teacher 
coming. 
(A) understanding (B)signal   (C)finance   (D)tour 

10. The mysterious disappearance of the famous singer _________ a lot of rumors. 
(A)gave rise to  (B)made for  (C)took place   (D)bumped into 

11. Mike is _______ in love with Jenny. Everyone knows it even though he refuses to make it 
public. 
(A)naturally  (B)especially  (C)skillfully   (D)obviously 

12. A brave person would face every _________ in his life no matter how difficult it is. 
(A)treasure  (B)challenge  (C)resource   (D)score 

13. Whenever I am in trouble, my best friend, Debby, always offers her help without ________. 
(A)comparison  (B)damage  (C)force    (D)hesitation 

14. The latest album of the popular singer is scheduled for ________ next month. Many fans are 
eager to make a reservation now. 
(A)review   (B)response  (C)release   (D)reminder 

15. A large percentage of patients who suffer from ________ disease choose to commit suicide to 
end their life. 
(A)incurable  (B)imaginable  (C)available   (D)acceptable 

16.The government should take _______ action to solve the problem of power shortage, or it will 
seriously influence economic growth of our country. 
(A)eager   (B)absent   (C)immediate   (D)worried 

17. It is of no use to provide financial support in switch for a bond or friendship with another 
country. 
(A) transport  (B)exchange  (C) twist    (D)struggle 

18. To solve the tough problem, we need a direct and realistic method. 
(A)appreciation  (B)advertisement (C)attitude   (D)approach 

19. The police alert women in the neighborhood not to walk alone at night. 
(A) examine  (B)improve   (C)warn   (D)suggest 

20. The actor was highly complimented for his perfect performance at the show. 
(A) celebrated  (B)noticed   (C)preferred  (D)praised 

21. Models are supposed to remain slim. As a result, many models starve themselves frequently 
trying to lose weight. 
(A) sharp   (B)attractive   (C)ordinary  (D)slender 

22. A nurse’s responsibility is to take care of sick people. 
(A) attention  (B)exception   (C)duty   (D)wound 

 
二、對話  10% 
23. Larry: Do you know the meaning of the OK sign in Japan? 
Jasmine: ________ 
Larry: Right. It means “money” in Japan. 
(A)I guess it simply means “no problem” in Japan. 
(B)Isn’t the meaning of the sign the same as that in Taiwan? 
(C)It would be better if you provide me with some examples. 
(D)You mean making the thumb and index finger into a circle and spreading others out? 
24. Allen: Gestures can cause misunderstandings sometimes. 
Brian: You’re right. ________ 
Allen: Yeah! The meanings of the same gesture may differ from country to country. 
(A)Especially when we travel abroad. (B)I don’t know what you are talking about. 
(C)Why don’t you go abroad with me? (D)What do you mean by that? 
25. Alice : The gesture of shaking hands can be offensive in some countries. 
Linda: I thought people shake hands in greeting everywhere. 
Alice : ________ In Iran, if a man asks to shake hands with a woman, it is considered insulting. 
(A)That’s right. (B)It is! 
 (C)Actually, no. (D)I’m afraid so. 
26. A: I’m going to Japan this winter vacation. 
B: ________ You don’t have that much money! 
A: I mean it. My dad will pay for it. 
(A)Are you kidding?                (B)How have you been? 
(C)I believe you with all my heart.     (D)It’s none of my business. 
27.  A: ________ 
B: It is a gesture to tease people because it stands for “losers.” 
(A)Who will use the L sign?          (B)How to make the L sign? 
(C)Can you show me the L sign?      (D)What does the L sign mean? 
 
三、克漏字  36 % 
 Even the same gesture can have different meanings in different cultures. __(28)__, the 
thumbs-up gesture means “good” both in Taiwan and the U.S. However, no other gesture is as 
__(29)__ as this one in Greece. The Greeks would stare at a person __(30)__ if the person uses the 
thumbs-up gesture there. Here is an __(31)__ situation a Taiwanese tourist experienced in a Greek 
restaurant. In order to show how much __(32)__, the tourist used the thumbs-up gesture, __(33)__ 
offending all of the Greeks at the restaurant. As a result, he had no choice but to pay his bill and 
left immediately. If his situation __(34)__ in Taiwan, no one would have misunderstood him. 



    __(35)__ that having some basic knowledge of the local language and common gestures 
__(36)__ necessary when a person plans to travel abroad. After all, __(37)__ is expressed 
nonverbally can be __(38)__ meaningful. 
2 8 . (A) Therefore  (B) Instead  (C) For example  (D) In addition 
2 9 . (A) offensive  (B) offensively (C) more offensive  (D) more offensively 
3 0 . (A) angry   (B) in angry  (C) in anger   (D) in angrily 
3 1 . (A) embarrass  (B) embarrassed (C) embarrassing  (D) embarrassment 
3 2 . (A) he liked the meal    (B) did he like the meal  
 (C) he did liked the meal    (D) the meal he liked 
3 3 . (A) ended up  (B) ending up  (C) to end up   (D) be ended up 
3 4 . (A) took place  (B) occurred  (C) had taken place  (D) occurring 
3 5 . (A) Actions speak louder than words (B) That is to say  
 (C) It goes without saying   (D) As an old saying  
3 6 . (A) is    (B) are   (C) being    (D) have been 
3 7 . (A) it   (B) that   (C) what    (D) which 
3 8 . (A) equal   (B) equally  (C) automatic   (D) automatically 
 

Researches have shown that only about 35% of our communication __(39)__ expressed 
through words and speech. __(40)__, more than half of our feelings and ideas are expressed with 
body language. __(41)__, many people have no conception __(42)__the meaning of the same body 
language can be totally different from country to country. In fact , it is hard __(43)__ sometimes 
one sign may stand for something good in one country while having unpleasant meaning in another. 
As a result, many people make __(44)__ mistakes without knowing why during their trip abroad. 
To ensure a delightful travel experience, don’t forget to spend some time learning the common 
gestures __(45)__ by the locals before you start your next journey abroad. 
3 9 . (A) is  (B) are (C) has (D) have 
4 0 . (A) That is (B) Since then (C) However (D) According to 
4 1 . (A) Instead (B) However (C) Unfortunate (D) Therefore 
4 2 . (A) and (B) so (C) that (D) what 
4 3 . (A) imagine (B) be imagined (C) has imagined (D) to imagine 
4 4 . (A) confused (B) damaged (C) desired (D) innocent 
4 5 . (A) used (B) using (C) be using (D) are used 
 
四、閱讀測驗    10% 

As humans, we communicate more than just by words. Touching is also a way of 
communication. However, suitable forms of touching are different around the world. 
    In the United States, a handshake is common, even expected, when we are introduced to a 
stranger. Moreover, if we are introduced to a person of the opposite sex, we may find ourselves 
greeted with a hug or a kiss on the cheek. 
    Nevertheless, not all cultures are comfortable with touching. For example, Islamic culture 
does not allow any kinds of touching between men and women. Therefore, it is not suitable to 
shake hands with a person of the opposite sex there. However, touching between people of the 
same sex is fine for Islam. It is quite common to see two men hugging in greeting. 
    Moreover, we must be careful about where we touch someone. Many Asian cultures do not 
touch the head because they believe that the soul lives in the head and a touch may put it at risk. In 
addition, Islam and Hindus do not touch with their left hands. This is considered an insult because 
the left hand is used only for the toilet. 
    Therefore, when we go to other countries, it is best to observe how the locals touch in 

greeting first. Then, we won’t offend their customs. 
4 6 . According to the passage, which of the following about touching in the Islamic world is true? 
(A) It is suitable to touch anyone’s head. 
(B) The right hand is used only for the toilet. 
(C) Any touching between men and women is not allowed. 
(D) Touching between people of the same sex is not suggested. 
4 7 .  According to the passage, why do many Asians avoid touching others’ heads? 
(A) It is because it will cause damage to their heads. 
(B) It is because Asians believe that the soul lives in the head. 
(C) It is because Asians are not allowed to touch each other. 
(D) It is because the behavior is only allowed between close friends. 
4 8 .  When it comes to touching, which of the following is true? 
(A) Hindus will never use their right hands to touch others. 
(B) A handshake should be fine between Islamic men and women. 
(C) Touching between Islamic men should be avoided in greeting because it is offensive. 
(D) People need to be careful about where they touch someone. 
 
 Gestures are the “silent language” of every culture. We point fingers or move another part of the 
body to show what we want to say. It is important to know the body language of every country or 
we may be misunderstood.  
 In the United States, people greet each other with a handshake in formal introduction. The 
handshake must be firm. If the handshake is weak, it is a sign of weakness or unfriendliness. Close 
friends may place a hand on the other's arm or shoulder. Some people, usually women, greet with a 
hug. 
 Space is important to Americans. When two people talk to each other, they usually stand two 
and half feet away. Americans get uncomfortable when a person stands too close. They will move 
back to have their space. If Americans touch another person by accident, they say, “Pardon me.” or 
“Excuse me.”  
 Americans like to look the other person in the eyes when they are talking.  If you don't do so, it 
means you are bored, hiding something, or are not interested. But when you stare at someone, it is 
impolite. 
  
49. If you stay in the United States, you should ____. 
A. shake your friends' hands all the time 
B. talk to your friends with your eyes looking away 
C. stay close to the person you are talking to   
D. have eye contact when having a conversation with someone 
50. In the United States, people often ____ . 
A. shake hands as gently as possible 
B. get nervous when you stand too close to them  
C. say “pardon me” to each other when they get bored 
D. show their friendship by staring at each other 


